
Industrial. Indoors. In focus.
evssw.com/mobe3-live

mobe3 Live sends real-time fall detection 

& missed check-in alerts with exact incident 
location to onsite security response teams. 
Automatic notifications can also be sent 

to others who are nearby &/or in the immediate 
area of the incident.

A company saw max speeds on forklifts 
decrease once workers became aware of their 
current metrics.  

In the event of an emergency (or at any given 
time),  can allow complete visibility 
into the exact location of all workers on the site.

mobe3 Live

After corporate noticed loss of productivity, 

a large bottling company used ’s heat map 
functionality & found workers were spending considerable 
time traveling to an area outside their typical work zone. 
Upon closer investigation, these workers were trekking all 
the way across the warehouse simply to access a printer, 
as theirs had broken.   
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EFFICIENCY STUDIES:

Stop Analytics

EFFICIENCY STUDIES:

Equipment Activity

EFFICIENCY STUDIES:

Speed Analytics

TOP USE CASES

ROI EXAMPLES

MOBE3 LIVE
Experience new insights.

mobe3 Live allows you to visualize your most valuable assets- indoors & in real-time. 
And since mobe3 Live utilizes Apple's Indoor Maps Program- you can unlock live 

indoor location visibility with your existing infrastructure. 

No new hardware to install. No major deployment costs.

MOBE3 LIVE 

Time spent in geozones


Equipment utilization

Distance traveled

Average speeds


Maximum speeds


Speeds by zone

Distance traveled

Movement study: stop, 
drive, walk times

Asset tracking


Occupational safety


Incident management

Inventory visibility


Waste reduction


Labor efficiency studies

Stops by duration


Number of stops by date

Average stop times by zone


Stop detail

Faster issue resolution: for one 

 customer, knowing the exact 

location of production line issues allowed 
them to respond 8 second faster, & save 
$2M annually.
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Improved trailer check-in: 

by automatically capturing trailer location, 

 reduced check-in time from 90 
to 10 seconds (customer average = 
500-600 check-ins per day).
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On-hand inventory visibility: an automotive 
manufacturer encountered a situation where 
one day 3,000 workers arrived for their shifts, 
only to discover there were no parts on-hand 
to start the line. Despite being idle all day, 
union rules required these workers to be paid 
a minimum of 4 hours, & for the full 8 hours 

if they stayed on-site (& most did). Now, with 

, shunt trucks passively read 
inventory in the yard, so this manufacturer 
knows what parts are available & can 
schedule the appropriate number of workers 
based off production needs. 
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Quick equipment locating: for another 
customer, valve pumps were being left in areas 

of their site often unvisited. Crews would show 

up ready to work, only to find themselves waiting 
for someone to find the valve pump. Now the 
pumps have been asset tagged &  
displays their locations live on a map- no more 
waiting for equipment to be found.
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Loss prevention: when an asset leaves its 
“home” zone,  sends notifications 

to security teams with the asset’s current 
location to help prevent the loss of expensive 

or critical equipment.  
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Live location: see where workers are in real-
time, so when a critical issue arises (e.g., a line 
going down), the closest person can quickly 
address it. One  customer cites the 
“loads of time” they’re saving just by knowing 
the location of any given colleague. Before, they 
often traveled cross-site only to find the person 
they needed to talk to is nowhere to be found 
(& not answering their radio).
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Waste reduction: see exact location of product on the line. For one food manufacturing 
customer,  sends alerts when perishable goods are about to expire & need 

to be moved to packaging. 
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With , an auto parts manufacturer now knows how much time workers are 
spending moving (driving or walking) vs stopped or standing. 
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worker utilization 
numbers

improved response times

savings w/ exact location 
of production line issue

 decreased average speeds

improved trailer 
check-in times

8
sec

automatic notifications

Labor efficiency: Direct Time vs Idle Time

Labor efficiency: Time Spent per Zones

Safety: Speed Visibility

Safety:  Improved Response Times

Safety: Worker Visibility

WITHOUT MOBE3

WHY IOS?

90 10
sec sec

lost insights, 
missed savings

increased 
unproductive time

 increased training 
costs & time

$
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ASSET TRACKING: 

Live Views on an Interactive Map

BLE for proximity finding


UWB for precision finding


Leverages industrial asset tags

No more lost equipment

Increased productivity + 
crew utilization

https://www.evssw.com/mobe3-live

